June 10, 2014

Quotation Validity Extension

Ref: Package no. 149 (Internal Auditor 2013-14) TEQIP-II.

The validity for quotation submission of Internal Auditor 2013-14 (Package no. 149) has been extended to 15 June, 2014. The Auditors can now submit their quotations upto 15 June, 2014. The Auditors who have already submitted their quotations may revise their quotations as these are kept sealed upto 15 June 2014.

(Naseem Ahmad Khan)
Coordinator TEQIP-II

Copy to:
1. Procurement Coordinator, NPIU
2. Director Computer Center (to upload on AMU website)
3. M/s Chatterjee & Chatterjee (Chartered Accountants), Varanasi
4. M/s Roy Ghosh & Associates (Chartered Accountants), Howrah